The purpose of this note is to add some supplementary results to our previous paper [3] . We have proved there that the transformation equations of certain modular forms can be expressed by special values of the zeta functions of those forms.
At the symposium, we talked about this result. Here we give some results obtained after that.
Let f be a modular form on rO(p) of weight k. We assume that p is an odd prime throughout the paper. Especially, when f is the special cusp form discussed in [3] , we even know the divisibility of the above form h by ~(p+l)/2
Proposition 9). We will prove this theorem in §2.
In Proposition 4, we will also show under the assumption in Theorem 1 the following congruence relation: mod p.
Here both 01 and 0p are certain modular forms on SL 2 (Z). Though this result follows from the Eicher-Shimura congruence relation [7, Theorem 7 .9], we will give an elementary proof without using their result.
In [3] , we considered the transformation equation ¢(X;f) = 0 for f = gE~,p , where g is a cusp form on rO(p) and E~,p is a certain Eisenstein series. In §3, we will show that for a certain choice of g, the transformation equation ¢(X;gE~ ) = 0 of gE~ A,P AlP is Z-rational. In §4, we will give numerical examples of the transformation equations for the above gE~ p and the specialized , --equations at several elliptic curves (see [3, §3] , for the definition of the specialized equation 'at an elliptic curve). §1. Congruence relation of transformation equations.
Let p be an odd prime and rO(p) be a subgroup of SL 2 (Z) defined by mod p}.
We denote by Mk(rO(p» the vector space of modular forms on rO(p) give an elementary proof.
- 
Here Bk is the k-th Bernoulli number and
of weight k, we have that GklkT = G k ' and therefore, Gk(pz) IkT -k = p Gk(z/p). Thus both GklkT and Gk(pz) IkT are Q-rational. Then the desired result follows for Gk(z) and Gk(pz). A similar argument shows that the lemma holds also for E • Next let us
It follows that (flkT)O" = fO"lkT. Now let us show the relation for primitive forms g. of J conductor p. We know from [1, Lemma 3] that Since y is expressed as
with y = ±1. 
Then, since p is a prime, the set R gives a complete set of representatives for rO(p~SL2(Z) (e.g., [5 Therefore we have (1. 7) fl· T = fiT = fP k u k for any u.
Moreover Lemma 2 and (1.6) show that
Thus we have that (1. 9) Rewriting the equation (1.5) through (1.7) and (1.9), we obtain that Hence we have that for any field-automorphism p,
Namely, f is Q-rational. On the other hand, the vector space Mk(f(p» has a Z-rational basis (e.g., [8, (9) ]), where f(p) is the subgroup of SL 2 (Z) defined by
Thus we can write f as Proof.
It is sufficient to prove that alm(~ ~) = a and 
.,.,. rther p t g -_ rr P -1 (f fl ) rr
u=O -kLu· 0~u<v~p-1~n=1~n l;,l; e nz P .
P -1
Then rru=O(f -flkLu) is Z-rational as shown below. For any fieldautomorphism P of C, we defined the action of p on a Fourier series 1= E:=oC(n)e(nz/p) by ~p = E:=oc(n) Pe(nz/p). Then the A,P
In this section, let us consider in more detail the transformation equation of gE* as in [3] . Here g is a cusp form in A,P so(ro(p» and E* is the Eisenstein series defined by
A,P y~ 00'0 P where A is an even integer > 2 and r <Xl = {± (~~) I n E-Z}. The
Eisenstein series Et,p is a modular form on rO(p) of weight A, and is expressed as follows (see [9, p.794] ):
where BA is the A-th Bernoulli number and Let us take a cusp form ~(z) = L:~=la(n)e(nz) in S!L (rO(p» with the following three properties:
r is z-rational.
For example, any Q-rational primitive form in S!L (rO(p» satisfies these conditions. Moreover, we can construct another example of such cusp forms. We will give this example at the end of this section.
Let us put with b(n) oEz. Thus NAELp is Z-rational, and therefore, gELp
we have that
and hence, (3.1) shows that (3.8) On the other hand, it follows from (3.3 ) that a (3.9)
Thus gE~,pl~+AL is again Z-rational. In fact, both the modular 
with rational integers c(n).
Proof. Since a is the p-th elementary symmetric function (For the primitiveness of cusp forms, see, for example, [9, R789] .) We denote by M the module generated over Z by all b(n) in C and by K the field generated by M. For any isomorphism a of K into C, we define the conjugate fa of f by
As is well known, fa is again a primitive form in s~(ro(p)).
We define a cusp form Tr(af) in s~(rO(p)) for any a in K by a a Moreover we have that for any conjugate fa, for the above y, because y is expressed as (3.17)
Thus we see that for any a in K,
We see easily that 
Tr(X) 0 .. In what follows, we are going to give the specialized equations 
